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"Amati Phone Home" - Cioffi Sending Clear, Strong Signals
"We were a curiosity, a joke," says Electrical
Engineering Professor John Cioffi. But now he, his
students, and OTL are the ones who are smiling, for
Amati Communications - the company Cioffi
founded with technologies he invented and licensed
back from Stanford - is now on the verge of revolutionizing telecommunications hardware.
The technology, called Discrete Multi-tone
(DMT), was named the American standard for
telephone line technology by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1993, and soon
received the same distinction in Europe.
And the technology is spreading, for good
reason. DMT can transmit up to six movie-quality
video signals over a phone line simultaneously.
DMT also speeds up computer access to the Internet
by a factor of a thousand; what previously took
fifteen minutes to download now takes seconds.
The DMT story started in 1986, when Cioffi
won a Presidential Investigator Award from the
National Science Foundation, which included a
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Transplant Drug Hoping for Tolerance in Patients, Market
A drug based on a series of Stanford inventions
aimed at preventing the human body from rejecting transplanted organs has passed Phase II of
clinical trials, making it one of the furthest along of
any licensed Stanford invention currently in clinical trials.
Invented in the laboratories of Carol Clayberger
and Alan Krensky and licensed to SangStat Medical Corporation of Menlo Park, the inventions work
through peptides - compounds derived from proteins- that block the ability of the organ recipient's
T-cells (the "soldiers" of the body's immune system) to recognize and attack the new organ.
What Clayberger and Krensky found in the lab
was even better than they expected. "The surprising finding was not that our technique works,
because theoretically it should work," says
Clayberger, an Associate Professor of Immunology
in Cardiothoracic Surgery and Pediatrics.
"What was surprising is that we can use one

peptide for all patients, instead of requiring a different 'cocktail' of peptides for each patient."
'There were approximately 50,000 organ transplants worldwide last year," explains Krensky,
Clayberger's husband and a Professor of Pediatrics
whose focus is nephrology (the study of kidneys),
particularly children requiring transplants. "The
biggest problem with transplants is rejection, so my
interest is to find a way to give these children long
and productive lives when they otherwise wouldn't
have either.
"Most transplanted organs experience rejection, of which there are two types: acute and chronic.
Acute rejection, which occurs immediately, can be
staved off with cyclosporin and steroids, plus a
couple of drugs that came out just last year."
However, adds Clayberger, "since the treatments for acute rejection are potent
immunosuppressors - that is, they suppress the
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of 'times per second, and find the sweet spot on the line. They are very.
Pouletty also cites university technologies as a
adaptive."
"big positive for a young company," explaining,
Cioffi's claim of six megabits genera.ted much excitement, but, he says,
"Discovery research is very expensive..With uni"people were saying we had no chance against AT &T." But when the tests w.ere
versity technologies we don~t have to reinvent the
fin'ished, DMT had performed as Cioffi
wheel. '. Plus, with such researchers'
predicted,andtheverdictwasunanimous:'
names behind us, our own. papers
DMT was the new American s t a n d a r d . h a v e better credibility."
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Despite its clear advantages; Cioffi
(Preliminary Figures)
As for OTL, pouletty says, "Havsays there is no guarantee DMT will be
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But, he says, "it's close to a lock that
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universities. are not as easy to work
DMT will be used on a wide scale. It's
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with. Stanf9rd is on the very good
been transf~rred enough and there are
All Other Technologies:
end of the licensing spectrum."·
enough companies using it that I think it
Total Income: $12.25 M
One valuable element of the liwill survive and flourish:"
cense with Stanford was equity. 'I've
,
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A promising example is Australia, ~
donedeals with equity 'many times/' ..
which, says Cioffi, "is witnessing ruthNew License Income: $1,266,500
says Pouletty.
'
less competition between phone and cable
Companies in which Stanford.'
"Equity is valuable to both sides. '
companies, cmd the phone companies are
took equity: 5
It's valuable to the company because
rolling outthousands of DMT systems to
Distribution:
of cash flow, and it's valuable to the
providebioadcastvide8. That could even~niversity because the stock can betually turn into millions of systems."
OTL Budget: $1.8 M
come valuable many years heforethere .
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Research Incentive Fund: $3.2 M
are royalties."
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technology has two things going for it. L-..:-_ _ _ _-:._ _ _ _ _ _ _....,.-_ _...,...-_-"I
For QTL's Wan, 'half the battleThe first is that almost every conceivable customer has a phone line; ·you won't
finding'a li~ensee ,.- was won five years ago. "A
have to run any new cables. The second)s Cioffi." Koepnick says he had never
major part of the struggle in finding a licensee is
met an inventor or a professor with more energy. "He radiated energy when
having a 'champion' within a company who will
push for the tecl:mology," she says. "In this case,
I met him," he says. "A1)d the percentage of his disclosures we've licensed is
unprecedented." Of Cioffi's seven disclosures, five are licensed (one to Phi.lips
our champion was the company's CEO., You can't
Electronic~) and two other licenses are in the works.
do much better than that."
"Amati wouldn:t have happened without Cioffi," says Koepnick. "This is
As for the inventors, Clayberger says,"We
the way technology transfer works in the best case: you have involvement by
certainly have no proof yet, but it's very exciting."
the inventor and a champion within the company who is driven to make it
Krensky agrees. "The chances that something
happen. Ideally, as in this case, they're one and the same."
developed in the lab will develop into a drug are
Cioffi is equally praising of Stanford and OTL. "There's no way this would
always small," he says, "and I've been skeptical of
have happened without Stanford - from the support to apply for the UTII
this each step of the way.
grant to allowing me to' take a sabbatical, and from OTL giving us very
"But that it's come this far is dramatic, and this
reasonable licensing fees to being patient when we couldn't pay them on time.
is only the first in a line of better drugs all based on
"I h-ope the University gets back a big rerum, which it deserves.".
this line of inquiry.".
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